We all recognize that post-pandemic there will be a new normal in the US and
around the world. Much like after 9/11, metal detectors in schools and TSA security in
airports became the new norm. Our new normal after COVID will require that private
sector companies, along with the public sector, must do everything reasonably possible to protect our citizens from future outbreaks.
Xtreme Cubes Corp., in association with Maddox Defense and Proguardeum, has
developed Xtreme Assurance disinfection cubes utilizing an EPA – FDA approved
disinfectant solution (H20 + HOCL). These Xtreme Assurance Cubes use a proprietary system that produces a dry fog disinfectant that encapsulates humans, so they
go back to work in hospitals, schools, supermarkets, as well as enjoy entertainment
venues.
Xtreme Assurance decontamination cubes will help reduce cross-contamination risks
and help alleviate the spread of viruses.
We are excited about the winning combination of this association, and do our part to
combat this pandemic, and create a sustainable solution for the future. And, so that
American Jobs, Infrastructure, and economies can get back on track and will not be
crippled ever again by work-wide viral spread or second waves on the infection.
Our Xtreme Assurance Cubes prototypes are being revealed in short order, and we
will start taking orders as quickly as possible. in short order and we will start taking
orders as quickly as possible.

ABOUT US
Xtreme Cubes Corporation is part of the Ahern Family of Companies. We have approximately 3,600 employees worldwide. The group of business units includes Ahern Rentals, Snorkel, Xtreme Manufacturing,
and other related entities.
The Xtreme Cubes production facility located in Henderson, Nevada, manufactures modular buildings
designed, engineered, fabricated, and assembled to
form any size structure utilized for many different
applications. The business unit was created out of necessity for our organization, to help with our need to
find quick and flexible office space for specific applications
Maddox Defense has been developing solutions for
Human Decontamination against chemical and biological warfare for the U.S. Special Forces for almost
two decades. Our background in working with U.S.
Special Forces and U.S. military has allowed us to
understand domestic and foreign threats and how to
activate quick and mobile solutions to combat worldwide pandemics by quickly creating safe and sustainable solutions, Rapid Prototyping and product validations, and logistical infrastructures that allow rapid
deployment of solutions worldwide. In the recent
COVID 19 Viral Pandemic affecting the world, Maddox
Defense has leveraged its strong relationship with
U.S. Based Xtreme Cubes Corp - to create the perfect
partnership to help develop product superiority in the
manufacturing of Xtreme Assurance Cubes.
Maddox defense has developed an EPA disinfectant
Company called ProGuardium based on patented
technology. Proguardium will manufacture and produce Hyphochlor, which is high quality and safe disinfectant found in eye and oral cleaner that has reliable
viral killing power while being completely safe for
humans and the environment.

